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TopoPlan: a topological path planner for real time human
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F. Lamarche ∗1
1 Université de Rennes 1

Abstract

In this article we present TopoPlan, a topological plan-
ner dedicated to real-time humanoid path-planning and
motion adaptation to floor and ceiling constraints inside
complex static environments. This planner analyzes un-
structured 3D triangular meshes in order to automati-
cally determine their topology. The analysis is based
on a prismatic spatial subdivision which is analyzed,
taking into account humanoid characteristics, in order
to extract navigable surfaces and precisely identify en-
vironmental constraints such as floors, ceilings, walls,
steps and bottlenecks. The technique also provides a
lightweight roadmap computation covering all accessi-
ble free space. We demonstrate the properties of our
topological planner within the context of two reactive
motion control processes: an on-the-fly trajectory opti-
mization and footprint generation process that correctly
handles climbing of complex staircases, and a reactive
ceiling adaptation process that handles beam avoidance
and motion adaptation to irregular floors and ceilings.
We further show that the computation cost of these pro-
cesses is compatible with the real time animation of sev-
eral dozens of virtual humans.

1 Introduction

One of the goal of behavioral animation is to automate
the process of populating a virtual environment with au-
tonomous virtual humans. Models used to describe hu-
manoid behavior have to combine long term planning
and reactivity to enable local adaptation to different en-
vironmental constraints. One of the most important be-
haviors is the ability to navigate inside a virtual environ-
ment. Like humans, humanoids should be able to walk
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upstairs or downstairs, avoid beams and adapt their pos-
ture to avoid collisions with an irregular ceiling. This
natural behavior actually needs a huge effort to be mim-
icked.

Virtual environments are provided as 3D triangular
meshes modeled by designers (architects, graphics de-
signers...). In order to endow a virtual human with
a navigation process, this 3D triangular mesh needs
to be analyzed in order to produce efficient structures
enabling fast and accurate path planning inside con-
strained environments. On the other hand, humanoid
motion should be adapted to match constraints imposed
by the environment (beam avoidance, stair climbing...).
To the best of our knowledge, few models propose to
solve all those problems in a unified architecture and
none is capable of generating such motions for several
dozens of humanoids in real time.

In this paper, we address the problem of path plan-
ning and motion adaptation in complex 3D environ-
ments. We propose an architecture handling spatial
analysis, accurate path planning and motion adapta-
tion to environmental constraints. Proposed algorithms
make a compromise between exact environment rep-
resentation and performance. Environment represen-
tation is based on an exact spatial subdivision which
is analyzed in order to extract environment topology
and generate a concise and accurate roadmap. Based
on this representation, several runtime algorithms are
proposed: optimized path generation, accurate footprint
placement and posture adaptation to floor and ceiling
constraints. Those algorithms have been designed to
match behavioral animation requirements: performance
and reactivity.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next sec-
tion, previous works centered on environment repre-
sentation, path planning and motion adaptation during
locomotion are presented. The following sections de-
tail the environment representation and proposed mo-
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tion control processes. Finally, results and performance
analysis are discussed.

2 Related works
Path planning and environment representation have
been widely studied in the field of robotics where nav-
igation is a necessary task to achieve [Lat91, LaV06].
The aim of the proposed methods is to represent the en-
vironment free space. Three general approaches, dif-
fering in their representation of free space, can be dis-
tinguished: roadmaps, cell decomposition and potential
fields. The roadmap approach captures the connectiv-
ity of the free space by using a network of standardized
paths (lines, curves). Different approaches can be used
to compute roadmaps. The visibility graph [ACF01]
connects together vertices of the environment geome-
try if and only if they see each other. This approach
ensures finding the shortest path between two config-
uration but can be memory consuming in open envi-
ronments with sparse obstacles. An alternative is to
compute the generalized Voronoi diagram [HIKL∗99]
inside the free space [SGA∗07]. The property of such a
method is to generate paths maximizing clearance with
obstacles. The probabilistic roadmap consists of gen-
erating non colliding configurations by randomly sam-
pling the free space and linking those configurations if
a collision-free linear path connects them. Such method
has been used to plan paths inside 2D virtual environ-
ments [BLA02] or huge 3D environments [SGLM03]
and has demonstrated its capacity to deal with relatively
high dimensional problems [KSLO94]. A combination
of random sampling and Voronoi diagrams have also
been used in the AERO system to compute adaptative
roadmaps in order to interactively plan paths inside dy-
namic environments [SAC∗07]. The Rapidly exploring
Random Trees (RRT) [KL00] is a single query method
which tries to cover free space with a tree of random
configurations. The root of the tree is the initial config-
uration whereas leaves converge to the goal. The cell
decomposition method consists of decomposing free
spaces into cells. Two general methods can be distin-
guished: the approximate cell decomposition and the
exact cell decomposition. The approximate cell de-
composition consists of using predefined cell shapes,
whose union is strictly included in the free space (uni-
form grids, quadtrees, circles) [BT98, Kuf98, SYN01,
PLT06, ST06]. The exact cell decomposition consists
of computing cells such that their union is exactly the

free space (constrained Delaunay triangulation, convex
polygons, trapezoidal) [KBT03, LD04]. The represen-
tation complexity of the latter method is directly depen-
dent on the input geometry complexity. Finally, the po-
tential field method consists of computing an artificial
potential function in order to guide the entity to its goal
by using gradient methods. The main problem of this
technique is that it is subject to the local minimum prob-
lem and does not necessary reach the goal. This prob-
lem can be partially solved by providing good potential
functions or by executing random moves [KKL96].

Coupled with path planning, a second problem arises:
how can we generate plausible motions inside com-
plex environments such as environments with stairs,
beams or pillars? In order to generate plausible ani-
mations, multi stage methods have been proposed. A
humanoid is approximated by a bounding volume (gen-
erally a cylinder) in order to compute a collision free
path inside the environment. Coupled with global path
planning strategies, motion controllers [Kuf98] or lo-
cal planning methods are used to adapt the humanoid
motion to environmental constraints. The approach of
Pettré et al. [PLS03] consists of using a probabilistic
roadmap in order to plan a global path. Once the path is
computed, a global motion is generated and body parts
colliding with obstacles are identified. Those colliding
parts are then modified by using a randomized search
in order to avoid obstacles colliding with the upper
part of the body. The resulting motion is then warped
with the initial motion. In [CLS03], sequences of valid
footprints are searched through a probabilistic roadmap
augmented with a posture transition graph. Each pair of
footprints is then substituted with corresponding mo-
tion clips. This approach tends to generate realistic
motions and is able to generate locomotion on uneven
grounds as well as jumps over holes.The approach of
Li consists of representing the free space by using regu-
lar multi-layered grids and a cost function optimization
to compute footprints [LCH03] even on unconnected
surfaces [LH04]. An inverse kinematics (IK) method
is then employed to generate human locomotion. In
the work of Shiller et al. [SYN01], a multi-layer grid
is used to represent the configuration space for a hu-
manoid with different locomotion such as walking and
crawling. The humanoid is able to change its posture
along a global path by using several bounding volumes
extracted from the predefined locomotion behavior. The
approach proposed in [LK05] uses finite state machines
in order to encode possible transitions between motions
traducing possible motion / state transitions. This state
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machine is used by a search technique (A∗ and variants)
in order to provide possible states. The environment is
represented by a 2D height field grid map. This map en-
codes free space, obstacles and their proximity and also
contains information about special obstacles the char-
acter can crawl under. This environment representation
is used to prune the exploration tree. This technique
has been extended in [LK06] by using a precomputed
exploration tree to improve the system performance.

Techniques handling motion adaptation during lo-
comotion use a two step process. The first step re-
lies on a specific environment representation on which
global path planning is based. The second step uses
this representation in conjunction with specific algo-
rithms to select and / or adapt motion to environmental
constraints. Most approaches use either probabilistic
roadmaps or regular grids to represent the environment.
Probabilistic roadmaps enable path planning in high di-
mensional configuration spaces but raise several prob-
lems. The most important one is related to the prob-
ability density during sampling. The process may fail
to capture the connectivity of a very constrained envi-
ronment if probability densities are not carefully tuned
[KKL96, SLCP05]. Moreover, suppose that the envi-
ronment contains a constrained spiral staircase. With-
out further environment analysis, it is hard to ensure
that each step will be identified. On the other hand,
using regular grids may provide better results but this
technique is very sensitive to the grid resolution. A pre-
cise grid resolution, as well as high probability den-
sities during sampling, generates precise representa-
tions. But it also increase memory consumption and
decrease planning performance. Techniques used to
select / adapt humanoid motions fall into one of the
three following categories: search of an adequate mo-
tion in order to enforce the quality of the resulting ani-
mation [CLS03, LK05, LCL05, SH07]; use of a bound-
ing volume to avoid collision [SYN01]; use of a ran-
domized search in order to generate collision free mo-
tion [PLS03, YKH04]. Processes using motion adap-
tation are the more general but are generally non real-
time for one character and do not scale to the anima-
tion of several dozens of characters in real time. Finally
some hard navigation problems such as climbing a con-
strained spiral staircase, walking on a curved ground
while avoiding collisions with a curved ceiling or avoid-
ing a beam while climbing a step have not been demon-
strated.

In the following, we will show that our approach
based on an exact 3D spatial subdivision of a static en-

vironment is able to deal with such problems. It gener-
ates accurate and concise roadmaps covering all acces-
sible zones and enables the creation of reactive motion
control processes handling path optimization, accurate
footprint placement and posture adaptation under floor
and ceiling constraints in real time.

3 Environment representation
The aim of the proposed environment representation is
to exactly represent the free space of an unstructured 3D
database while providing efficient data structures ded-
icated to environment analysis, environmental queries
and path planning. Our representation is defined by sev-
eral complementary visions of the same environment.
Firstly, an exact 3D prismatic spatial subdivision of the
3D database is computed. Based on this 3D spatial sub-
division and some humanoid characteristics, a topology
identifying interconnected continuous navigable zones
is computed. This topology is then summarized in 2D
topological maps that accurately identify obstacles and
steps borders as well as bottlenecks. Those topological
maps enable the reduction of 3D computational prob-
lems to simpler 2D problems and are a prerequisite for
the computation of lightweight roadmaps which auto-
matically cover all accessible free space. In the follow-
ing, each component of this environment representation
is discussed.

3.1 Input geometry and preprocessing

Our spatial subdivision process does not make any
assumption on the input geometry. However, some
requirement has to be fulfilled before computation.
Firstly, the geometry has to be described by a set of
unorganized triangles. Secondly, this mesh has to be
clean, i.e. it does not contain degenerate triangles and
all triangles intersections have to be materialized by a
shared vertex or a shared edge. The required cleaning
step can be achieved by classical 3D modelers or by us-
ing computational geometry libraries such as CGAL1.
Once a clean mesh is computed, we apply a simpli-
fication step consisting in representing the mesh with
complex 3D planar polygons instead of triangles. Those
polygons are computed by partitioning the set of mesh
triangles into sets of coplanar and connected triangles
knowing that two triangles are connected if and only if

1http://www.cgal.org
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they share a common edge and if this edge is not shared
by another triangle of the input geometry.

3.2 Prismatic spatial subdivision
The aim of our prismatic spatial subdivision process is
to organize a set of 3D polygons in order to capture
ground connectivity and identify floor and ceiling con-
straints. It represents the environment by a set of verti-
cal 3D prisms dividing the 3D database into layers.

In order to explain our algorithm, we will use the ex-
ample presented Fig. 1. Step (1) presents a simple en-
vironment composed of two triangles. The first step of
the prismatic spatial subdivision computation consists
of projecting the boundaries of each 3D planar polygon
on the XY plane (the ground plane). This produces a set
of 2D segments (3) on which a constrained Delaunay
triangulation [BY98] is applied (4). This triangulation
defines a triangle partition T2 of the convex hull of the
environment projected onto the XY plane. An impor-
tant resulting property is that each 3D polygon of the
environment mesh exactly projects itself on the union
of one or several triangles of T2. The prismatic subdi-
vision is then obtained by associating to each 2D tri-
angle of T2, the set of 3D polygons partially projecting
on it. Technically, the latter relation can be computed
by using ray casting techniques. Once this relation is
computed, for each triangle t of T2 and for each as-
sociated polygon p, we compute a triangle (called 3D
cell) such as this triangle is supported by the plane sup-
porting p and its projection on XY plane is exactly t.
The resulting subdivision is illustrated by step (5) in
Fig. 1. Let prism(t) be the relation giving the list of
all 3D cells which are exactly projecting on a triangle
t of T2. The relation prism, coupled with the triangu-
lar map T2 defines the prismatic spatial subdivision. In
this spatial subdivision, vertical polygons are not rep-
resented as they project on a single segment. Vertical
polygons constrain the accessibility between cells, thus
they will be taken into account during the topology ex-
traction phase. As shown on the example of Fig. 1, the
extracted 3D cells perfectly identify overlapping parts
of the environment geometry with cells belonging to the
same prisms. Each prism defines several layers of 3D
cells, knowing that if a 3D cell is surmounted by an-
other one, the lower cell can be identified as a potential
floor whereas the upper one corresponds to its associ-
ated ceiling.

Due to the properties ensured by the geometry
preprocessing (all faces intersections are materialized

Figure 1: Different steps of the 3D subdivision process.

thanks to a shared vertex or a shared edge) and to
the spatial subdivision construction, cells belonging to
prism(t) can be ordered along the Z axis. Thus, for each
triangle t ∈ T2, we sort the list of 3D cells of prism(t) in
the increasing order of the average Z coordinates of the
vertices of the 3D cells. Let consider a triangle t ∈ T2,
and two cells (c1,c2) belonging to prism(t). If c2 is af-
ter c1 in prism(t), then c2 is over c1. Moreover, if c2 is
immediately after c1 in prism(t) then c2 is the ceiling
corresponding to the floor defined by c1. The Fig. 3
presents a top view of the prismatic spatial subdivision
of our testing environment along with two sample prims
identifying floor and ceiling constraints under a beam.

This spatial subdivision has two good properties in
terms of topology computation. Firstly, the triangle map
T2 coupled with the prism relation identifies floor and
ceiling enclosing each point of the environment. Sec-
ondly, the triangle partition T2 defines a 2D connectivity
between prisms of the environment. This property can
be used to extract the environment topology by possibly
connecting cells belonging to two adjacent prisms.

3.3 Topology and 2.5D surfaces

The aim of the topology computation is to character-
ize navigable zones of the environment with respect to
humanoid characteristics. This process determines 3D
cells spatial relations and identifies homogeneous and
continuous navigable surfaces.
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In order to characterize the topology with respect to
humanoid characteristics, several parameters have to be
defined: the minimal navigable height (Hm), the maxi-
mal navigable slope (Sm) and the maximal height of a
surmountable step (Hs

m). Moreover, several functions
related to the cells of the 3D subdivision are also de-
fined. Let CS(c) be a function returning the slope of cell
c and CH(c) be a function returning the minimal height
between the floor cell c and its ceiling. Let up(c) be a
function returning the ceiling 3D cell associated to 3D
cell c and E(c,s) a function returning the segment of the
cell c projecting on the 2D segment s.

The topology of a 3D environment is represented by
a graph in which nodes are navigable 3D cells and edges
represent the accessibility between cells. Thus, two
cells c1 and c2 belong to the graph and are connected
if and only if:

∙ Cells c1 and c2 are navigable, i.e. ∀c ∈ {c1,c2},
CH(c)≥ Hm∧CS(c)≤ Sm

∙ The 2D projections of c1 and c2 are two triangles
of T2 sharing a common edge S. This property ver-
ifies the 2D accessibility between cells.

∙ The maximal vertical distance between E(c1,S)
and E(c2,S) is less than the maximum surmount-
able step height Hs

m.

∙ The minimal vertical distance between E(c1,S)
and E(up(c2),S) and between E(up(c1),S) and
E(c2,S) is greater than the minimal navigable
height. This property ensures that the humanoid
can pass under the ceiling located on the frontier
of the two cells.

∙ The vertical zone delimited by the upper segment
between E(c1,S) and E(c2,S) noted Vs, and seg-
ment Vs translated along the Z axis with an offset
equivalent to the minimal navigable height, do not
contain any vertical obstacle. This property com-
pensates the lack of representation of vertical ob-
stacles in the 3D spatial subdivision by verifying
if a vertical polygon of the environment mesh is
situated on the common boundary of the two cells.

An edge added in the topological graph is then tagged
continuous if the maximal distance between E(c1,S)
and E(c2,S) is lesser than a given threshold or step oth-
erwise. Each connected component of the topological
graph defines a surface. Let us consider the environ-
ment of Fig. 2 containing several stairs (regular, ir-
regular, spiral), beams and narrow passages. Figure 3

Figure 2: Views of our testing environment.

presents the 2D projection of all 3D cells belonging to a
connected component of the topological graph which
defines the navigable surface of this testing environ-
ment.

Figure 3: Projection of the 3D cells compounding the
2.5D surface extracted from the environment of fig. 2
along with two sample prisms of the prismatic subdivi-
sion.

Once the topological graph is computed, zones rep-
resenting homogeneous groups of 3D cells can be ex-
tracted. Those zones are defined as groups of cells
linked by a continuous relation, i.e. an edge tagged as
continuous. Those zones are then grouped into a set of
2.5D surfaces. A 2.5D surface is defined as the union
of interconnected zones that do not overlap, i.e. none
of the 3D cells belong to the same prism of the spatial
subdivision. In case of 3D environments, a connected
component of the topological graph will then be repre-
sented as a set of layers defining several 2.5D surfaces.
This property reduces problem dimensionality and en-
ables some data structure optimization and constraint
extraction that will be presented in the following sec-
tions. Fig. 4 presents the different zones correspond-
ing to the navigable surface presented in figure 3. Each
zone is colored and dark lines represent zones borders.
As shown in this example, extracted zones match the
different continuous surfaces and identify each step of
a stair, each platform of the block maze and continu-
ous surfaces. Moreover, it appears that 2.5D surface
and zone computation is a first step toward a drastically
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Figure 4: Example of zones computed on the navigable
part of our testing environment.

simpler representation of the environment.

3.4 Topological maps
The aim of topological maps is to provide a com-
pact and accurate representation of a 2.5D surface
by precisely characterizing obstacle and step borders
while improving the environment representation with
the computation of bottlenecks, i.e. the most con-
strained part of the environment. It is a 2D represen-
tation of the environment topology enabling to reduce a
large part of 3D problems to simpler 2D problems.

As presented in the previous section, a 2.5D surface
is composed of several interconnected zones. The def-
inition of the topological map relies on the spatial sub-
division of segments defining the boundaries of zones
compounding a given 2.5D surface. Zone boundaries
represent either a step border if they correspond to an
edge linking two cells in the topological graph or an
obstacle border otherwise. Let Bs be the 2D segments
corresponding to the projection of step borders and Bo
be the 2D segments corresponding to the projection of
obstacle borders. Sets Bs and Bo are simplified by merg-
ing collinear segments sharing a common point. This
tends to highly reduce the number of segments and re-
duce the complexity of the topological map. The topo-
logical map is then computed by using a constrained
Delaunay triangulation computed on the segments be-
longing to sets Bs and Bo. In order to conserve step and
obstacle border information, the membership of a seg-
ment to set Bo or Bs is kept during computation. Once
the triangulation is computed, the algorithm proposed
in [LD04] is used to identify bottlenecks. The resulting
2D triangulation defines the topological map. Triangu-
lar cells compounding this map are delimited by three
types of segments: obstacle, step and f ree segments.
It also accurately identify bottlenecks constraining the

Figure 5: Computed topological map.

navigation on even or uneven floors.
Figure 5 shows the topological map computed on our

testing environment: black segments are obstacle bor-
ders, dashed segments are step borders and green seg-
ments represent f ree edges, added by the Delaunay tri-
angulation. Compared to the complexity of the surface
presented in Fig. 3 we can rapidly conclude that the
topological map is drastically simpler (2406 cells vs
7038 original 3D cells). In zones (1) and (2), the pro-
jection of ceiling constraints and floor irregularities has
been removed. Those results are due to the zone border
identification combined with aligned segment simplifi-
cation. Moreover, in zone (3), bottlenecks have been
clearly identified.

Due to the analysis of the environment topology,
the topological map abstracts the environment spatial
subdivision by removing the projection of ceiling con-
straints, which results in a simpler representation. Fur-
thermore, this map precisely represents the environment
and contains all information needed by path planning
and footprint generation processes: it identifies steps,
obstacles and bottlenecks.

3.5 Roadmap
The aim of the roadmap generation process is to limit
the number of waypoints and paths while ensuring a
precise coverage of the environment. Classically, this
process uses two computational steps: the generation
of waypoints on the edges of the topological map and
the generation of linear paths connecting them.

In order to generate waypoints, each border and free
segment of the topological map is sampled in order to
compute a histogram H(S,u), where S is the sampled
segment, u is the curvilinear abscissa on segment S and
H(S,u) is the distance to the nearest obstacle segment.
Once the histogram computed, all values of u such as
H(S,u) is a local maximum and H(S,u) is greater than
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Figure 6: Topological map with associated roadmap.

the humanoid radius are extracted. A waypoint is then
generated for each extracted value of u. Once all way-
points are generated, a linear path connecting two way-
points (w1, w2) is generated if and only if the distance
between the segment (w1,w2) and obstacle segments is
greater than the humanoid radius and if w1 and w2 have
been generated on two different segments delimiting the
same triangular cell of the topological map. This way-
point generation process tends to generate waypoints
maximizing clearance with obstacles. The generated
roadmap is thus a coarse approximation of the gener-
alized Voronoï diagram computed on the set of obstacle
segments. An example of the roadmap generation is
presented in fig. 6. On the spiral staircase (on the bot-
tom left of the figure), this example demonstrates the
capacity of our algorithm to find paths within narrow
passages.

4 Virtual human navigation

Built upon the representation described in the previous
sections, three animation processes will be described:
optimized path generation, footprint generation and
ceiling obstacle avoidance. Those processes have been
designed to respect behavioral animation requirements:
reactivity and performance. Optimized path generation
and footprint generation have been designed to be com-
patible with producer / consumer architecture. This
makes them compatible with other reactive processes
such as, for instance, reactive navigation. The ceiling
avoidance algorithm is described through and reactive
process endowed with anticipation capabilities. It acts
independently by modifying the posture to match envi-
ronmental constraints.

4.1 Path generation and optimization

Given a topological map, the aim of our path generation
process is to generate a pseudo optimal trajectory link-
ing a source and a destination point. The path planning
process starts by localizing the source and destination
points inside the topological map, i.e. finding the cells
containing them. Those points are then connected to the
way points generated on the segments delimiting their
respective cells. The path is then computed using an A∗

algorithm [?]. The resulting path is a list of waypoints
which is transformed in a parameterized poly-line P(u)
with u varying in the interval [0;L]; L being the path
length.

Given the position of the virtual human inside the en-
vironment, the aim of this algorithm is to find the fur-
thest accessible position belonging to the planned path
P(u). Let t be the curvilinear abscissa of the current
target on the path (with t = 0 when initializing the al-
gorithm). In order to find the furthest accessible target
along the path P(u), we use a dichotomy to maximize
the parameter α ∈ [0;1] such as P(t +α(L− t)) is ac-
cessible. Then t is given the value t +α(L− t) and the
new target becomes P(t). The notion of accessibility is
defined as follow: a target position is accessible from a
source position (generally the humanoid position) if the
distance between the segment (source, target) and ob-
stacles is greater than the humanoid radius (this prop-
erty is verified within the topological map). This en-
sures that the virtual human can move along a straight
line toward the target without colliding with obstacles.
Given a new position of the humanoid, a new optimiza-
tion starting with the current value of t can be called in
order to generate a new target.

The performance of this algorithm is limited by the
cost of the accessibility query. This spatial query is effi-
ciently implemented by locating a point of the segment
inside the topological map and by using a flood fill al-
gorithm to search for obstacles. This algorithm starts
from the triangle containing the selected position and
explores triangles lying in a zone situated at the given
distance from the segment.

4.2 Footprint generation

Footprint generation aims at correctly handling foot-
print placement over steps while following the opti-
mized trajectory. It uses the topological map to ex-
tract environmental constraints and correct footprint po-
sition.
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Figure 7: Footprint computation on a regular stair.

This process uses two parameters that can be auto-
matically computed knowing the humanoid morphol-
ogy and the motion capture in use: the preferred step
length Sl and the preferred step width Sw. During the
following explanation, the reader is invited to refer to
Fig. 7 which presents the computation of an adapted
footprint. The first step of the algorithm is to com-
pute the new target P(t) using the trajectory optimiza-
tion process, using Fp as the humanoid position. Once
the target computed, a maximal step length Sl is defined
such as Sl = min(∣Fp−P(t)∣,Sl). Let D be the normal-
ized vector defining the movement direction between Fp
and P(t). The next potential position PF is then defined
as PF = Fp +SlD. Within the topological map, all bor-
der edges intersecting segment (Fp,PF) are selected. If
the number of intersections is greater or equal to 2, there
exists a step between Fp and PF . In that case, intersec-
tion points p1 and p2 minimizing the distance to Fp are
computed and PF (noted P′F in Fig. 7) is defined as the
middle point of the segment (p1, p2). This position is
thus located on the step. The final footprint position is
then defined as PF ±S ∗D×R(π/2) where R(π/2) is a
rotation matrix and S is the minimum value between the
preferred step width Sw and the distance to the nearest
border edge minus the foot width.

4.3 Virtual ceiling

The ceiling avoidance algorithm is based on the defini-
tion of a virtual ceiling whose role is to smooth tran-
sitions between ceiling obstacles. This smoothing pro-
cess spatially extends ceiling constraints and thus solves
anticipation problems during ceiling collision avoid-
ance.

The height of the virtual ceiling is evaluated by a lo-
cal function taking into account ceiling obstacles situ-
ated within a given volume. Let Hh be the humanoid
height, P a point of the environment, r a radius and DA
an anticipation distance. Let CH(c) be a function re-

Figure 8: 3D view of the environment (left). Flatten
floor and morphed ceiling (right).

Figure 9: Computed virtual ceiling from morphed envi-
ronment of fig. 8(b) and associated section.

turning the minimal height between cell c and its asso-
ciated ceiling. Firstly a set Co of floor cells belonging
to a given 2.5D surface is extracted. Each cell c of Co
respects the following constraints: c lies in an infinite
vertical cylinder centered on P with a radius of r+DA
and CH(c) < Hh. Let D2(a,b) be a function returning
the minimal distance between the 2D projection of 3D
primitives a and b. The height of the virtual ceiling is
defined as follow:

H(P,r)= min
c∈Co

max(D2(P,c)− r,0)
DA

∗(Hh−CH(c))+CH(c)

(1)
Let consider the example presented in Fig. 8. On the

left, an environment composed of a flat floor with a rect-
angular step surmounted by several ceiling obstacles is
presented. The previous equation uses the projection of
3D cells compounding the 2.5D surface and the height
between the floor and ceiling. During the computation,
the algorithm reduces the problem to a flatten floor with
an associated ceiling deformation such as presented on
the right of figure 8. Finally, equation 1 creates a vir-
tual ceiling smoothing constraints using a linear height
interpolation around constrained zones of the environ-
ment. Figure 9 presents the virtual ceiling and its sec-
tion, computed on the basis of the environment of fig.
8.

Given the position of a body part of a humanoid,
the corresponding height of the virtual ceiling can be
rapidly computed. By applying constraints on this body
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Figure 10: MKM (blue) and TopoPlan (yellow) pro-
cesses in animation pipeline. Red arrows correspond
to posture communication between processes.

part, a motion anticipating and avoiding collision with
the ceiling can be generated. Finally, as the height of
the virtual ceiling is computed by using the height be-
tween floor and ceiling, uneven surfaces surmounted by
irregular ceilings are automatically handled and do not
need specific computation.

4.4 Virtual human animation
To animate our virtual human, we use MKM [KM05,
KMA05]. This system proposes several functionalities
such as motion blending, real time motion retargeting,
fast IK solver and ground adaptation. Coupled with
MKM, two control processes are used. The first pro-
cess handles locomotion and footprint generation while
the second one handles ceiling avoidance. The structure
of the animation pipeline is presented Fig. 10.

Locomotion. When a moving request is received, the
global path is computed. Then, the trajectory optimiza-
tion and the footprint generation processes are started.
A cyclic locomotion motion is played and the trajectory
optimization and the footprint generation processes are
activated when a new footprint is required.

Ceiling collision avoidance. The ceiling collision
avoidance process combines two techniques: the con-
trol of blending between locomotion and crouching lo-
comotion and a procedural control of the humanoid
head position. If the head position resulting from the
last blending is under the virtual ceiling, the weight
of the crouching locomotion is decreased otherwise the
weight of the crouching locomotion is increased. This
computation tends to smoothly adapt the humanoid an-
imation to ceiling constraints. As a result, the head can
collide the virtual ceiling. In such a case, we generate a
new head position in front of the humanoid. Let DH(p)
be a function returning the distance between a 3D point

p and its projection on the floor. Let PH be the head
position and rH be the radius of a sphere approximat-
ing the head shape. The distance between the top of the
head and the virtual ceiling is given by the following
equation:

∆H(PH ,rH) = ∣H(PH ,rH)−DH(PH)− rH ∣ (2)

Let δ = ∆H(PH ,rH) be the distance after blending be-
tween the head and the virtual ceiling. Let f be the
normalized front vector of the humanoid and Z be the
normalized Z-up vector. The head position is computed
as follow:

P′H = PH +δ f −∆H(PH +
1
2

δ f ,
1
2

δ+ rH)Z (3)

In this equation, two virtual ceiling height queries are
used. The first one δ = ∆H(PH ,rH) select minimal ceil-
ing height over the head of the humanoid. The sec-
ond one ∆H(PH + 1

2 δ f , 1
2 δ+ rH) uses a selection over

a cylinder centered on the middle of the original head
position and the translated head position with a radius
covering all the zone possibly occupied by the head be-
tween those two positions. This ensures that the head
cannot collide the ceiling. An IK on spine and head is
then used to modify the posture of the virtual humanoid.

The Fig. 11 presents some results of motion adap-
tation to floor and ceilings constraints. One impor-
tant characteristic of the presented motion control tech-
niques is that they automatically adapt to new motions
and character morphologies. This enables to use the
same algorithm on a wide variety of humanoids and
motions without any pre-computation. The other im-
portant characteristic is their reactivity. Computation is
achieved online and do not require long term anticipa-
tion nor planning. Footprint generation only requires a
target which can be computed by the proposed trajec-
tory optimization process but also by an external reac-
tive navigation model for example. Ceiling adaptation
does not use randomized search nor motion bounding
boxes and do not need a fully planned path to adapt pos-
tures. It uses a mix between motion blending and pro-
cedural animation which accelerates computation and
increase model reactivity.

5 Results and performance analy-
sis

We tested our algorithm on two environments. The
first environment is the platform presented Fig. 2. It
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Scene Floors Polygons Number of Number of Number of Topological Roadmap
prisms 3D cells topological maps map size size

Platform 1 7094 7038 24502 1 2406 cells 439 nodes, 1054 paths
House 3 120160 120664 1180834 3 (1) 6871 cells 2079 nodes, 5066 paths

(2) 20222 cells 4027 nodes, 9556 paths
(3) 20046 cells 4056 nodes, 9636 paths

Table 1: Environment representation characteristics on tested environments.

Scene Floors Polygons Geometry Prismatic Topology Topological Roadmap Total
preprocessing subdivision map time

Platform 1 7094 1.73 s 12.22 s 0.7 s 1.34 s 0.55 s 16.54 s
House 3 120160 118.84 s 255.84 s 63.78 s (1) 33.08 s 9.56 s

(2) 110.52 s 109.21 s
(3) 94.32 s 109.17 s 904.32 s

Table 2: Benchmark of environment computation on tested environments.

Figure 11: Motion adaptation to floor and ceiling constraints.
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is compounded of 7952 triangles and contains several
test cases: a regular staircase, an irregular staircase
(with varying step length), a spiral staircase, a block
maze, several beams and a tunnel with a curved floor
surmounted by a curved ceiling. The second environ-
ment is a house with two floors and a tunnel, several
staircases and several rooms with furniture (Cf. right
images of Fig. 11). The geometry is compounded of
120160 triangles. Tables 1 and 2 respectively present
the size of the data structures generated during envi-
ronment analysis and the time taken to generate each
representation (prismatic spatial subdivision, topology,
topological maps and roadmaps). Computation time as
well as representation complexity increase with the size
of the input mesh and the number of floors. In the worst
case, the number of generated prisms is a polynomial
function of the number of overlapping triangles (two
overlapping triangles can generate up to height prisms).
This is a drawback of our approach. However, our pre-
processing phase tends to reduce the complexity of the
input geometry, and in most cases, complex geometries
which do not influence navigation can be removed or
simplified before environment processing.

Figure 11 presents some result concerning motion
adaptation: climbing a slope while avoiding beams,
walking on an curved floor under an curved ceiling,
avoiding beams along a curved trajectory and climbing
several types of staircases. Our reactive avoidance pro-
cess, due to the use of the virtual ceiling, is endowed
with anticipation capabilities. Humanoids can antic-
ipate collision on uneven floor surmounted by an ir-
regular ceiling without any specific computation such
as presented fig. 11. Moreover, the footprint genera-
tion process is able to generate climbing motions even
in very constrained stairs such as in the narrow spiral
staircase for example. This demonstrates the generic
aspect of our approach. In terms of performance, the
average path planning time using an A∗ algorithm is
about 1.2 ms. Our animation control processes are cou-
pled with the approach proposed in [KM05,KMA05] to
compute the virtual human animation. The humanoid
animation only takes about 0.5 ms per time step with
the following distribution:

∙ Motion blending: 0.041 ms per time step.

∙ Path optimization: 0.21 ms per footprint.

∙ Footprint correction: 0.05 ms per footprint.

∙ Floor height evaluation and ground adaptation (in-
verse kinematics on legs, root position correction):

0.012 ms per time step.

∙ Virtual ceiling computation and head position
computation 0.236 ms per time step.

∙ IK on spine and head: 0.217 ms per time step.

Those results are compatible with the real time anima-
tion of several dozens of characters adapting their mo-
tion to ceiling constraints.

6 Discussion

We have presented TopoPlan, our topological planner.
The proposed approach uses the 3D environment de-
scription to automatically generate an accurate spatial
representation. It makes no assumption on the input
geometry and proposes an exact 3D spatial subdivi-
sion (the prismatic subdivision) from which environ-
ment topology is extracted. Free space and navigable
zones are thus exactly identified. The 2D representa-
tion provided by the topological map is compact and
contains all required topological information such as
obstacles, steps but also bottlenecks. It provides a suit-
able structure enabling to reduce some 3D problems to
2D problems and improves performance. Finally, the
generated roadmap automatically captures the environ-
ment connectivity even in very constrained zones and
is described by a small number of waypoints and paths.
Based upon this representation, two motion adaptation
algorithms have been proposed: a footprint generation
process and posture adaptation to floor and ceiling con-
straints. Footprints are generated on demand by using a
process compatible with reactive navigation algorithms.
Posture adaptation is handled by a separate and inde-
pendent process and can be used in several contexts and
not only navigation. Those algorithms rapidly adapt to
different humanoid morphologies by using high level
parameters and do not require any complex collision
checking. Finally, those algorithms have been designed
to respect behavioral animation requirements: reactiv-
ity and performance.

Future works will focus on several aspects. Firstly,
we will use TopoPlan properties to provide a new reac-
tive navigation process taking into account constraints
imposed by the environment. Secondly, we will focus
on the generalization of our approach on posture adap-
tation within dynamic environments. Finally, we will
explore the link between environment information and
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topology determination in order to feed high level de-
cision processes with abstract topological information
automatically extracted from an informed environment
geometry.
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